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Electron-beam-induced current (EBIC) is a unique technique for the electrical characterization in
semiconductors. It appeared in the 1950s based on charge collection phenomena in SEM. At the early stage, it
was used for the study of dislocations in Si materials. The advantage of this technique is the direct and quick
imaging of electrically active defects. However, it is rather difficult to obtain physical parameters of defects. To
overcome this drawback, solutions have been proposed: by analyzing the temperature dependence of EBIC
contrast, the energy levels of defects can be deduced; or by employing bias voltage, the leakage behavior or
mechanism of device failure can be understood.
By varying the factors such as temperature, accelerating voltage, bias voltage, and time, the old-fashioned
technique has become a versatile and important approach in semiconductor research. We have developed a
multi-functional EBIC system with multiple applications brought forward from Si to a variety of semiconductors
(SiC, GaN, SrTiO3, etc.), from conventional bulk defect characterization to advanced device diagnosis [1].
Several topics were selected for the demonstration. The recombination activities of grain boundaries (GBs) and
their interaction with Fe impurity in multicrystalline Si are clarified by temperature-dependent EBIC as shown in
Fig. 1. The visualization of leakage sites in high-k MOSFETs has been succeeded for the first time. Prospective
study for nano electronics and power devices will also be introduced. It is expected that this technique will be
helpful for studying novel materials and devices in the future.

Figure 1. EBIC study of GBs in multicrystalline Si. Large-angle GBs (random and  type) are electrically inactive,
but small-angle GBs tend to strong recombination centers of carriers.
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